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Abstract

English. In this paper, we describe our ex-
perience on using current methods devel-
oped for Community Question Answering
(cQA) for a commercial application fo-
cused on an Italian help desk. Our ap-
proach is based on (i) a search engine to
retrieve previously answered question can-
didates and (ii) kernel methods applied to
advanced linguistic structures to rerank the
most promising candidates. We show that
methods developed for cQA work well
also when applied to data generated in cus-
tomer service scenarios, where the user
seeks for explanation about products and
a database of previously answered ques-
tions is available. The experiments with
our system demonstrate its suitability for
an industrial scenario.

Italiano. In questo articolo, descriv-
iamo la nostra esperienza nell’usare i
metodi attualmente disponibili per il Com-
munity Question Answering (cQA) in
un’applicazione commerciale riguardante
il servizio clienti in lingua italiana. Il
nostro approccio si basa su (i) un mo-
tore di ricerca per recuperare le domande
candidate precedentemente risposte e (ii)
metodi kernel applicati a strutture linguis-
tiche avanzate per riordinare i candidati
più promettenti. Mostriamo che i metodi
sviluppati per il cQA funzionano bene
anche quando applicati ai dati generati
nell’ambito dell’assistenza clienti, dove
l’utente cerca informazioni riguardo a dei
prodotti e una base di dati di domande
precedentemente risposte è disponibile.
Gli esperimenti sul nostro sistema di-
mostrano l’appropriatezza del suo utilizzo
in uno scenario industriale.

1 Introduction
In recent years, open-domain Question Answering
(QA) has been more and more used by large com-
panies, e.g., IBM, Google, Facebook, Microsoft,
etc., for their commercial applications. However,
medium and smaller enterprises typically cannot
invest billions of dollars in achieving the desired
QA accuracy: this limits the use of this tech-
nology, especially, in case of less supported lan-
guages, e.g., Italian. One viable alternative for
smaller companies is the design of close-domain
systems looking for answers in specific data. For
example, most companies require to quickly and
accurately search their own documentation or the
one of their customers, which are often available
in terms of unstructured text. However, even this
scenario is complicated as reaching the a satisfac-
tory accuracy may require a lot of resources.

An interesting alternative is provided by cQA
technology, which uses techniques tailored for an-
swering questions in specific forums. In addition,
to the intuitive observation that the forum topics
are rather restricted, making the retrieval task eas-
ier, cQA offers an even more interesting property:
when a new question is asked in a forum, instead
of searching for an answer, the system tries to look
for a similar question. Indeed, similar questions
were asked before and may have received answers,
thus the system can provide the users with such re-
sponses. The main advantage of this approach is
that searching for similar questions is much eas-
ier than searching for text answering a given ques-
tion. Due to this, challenges such as SemEval-
2017 Task 3 (?) and QA4FAQ (?), aimed at testing
current cQA available technology, have been orga-
nized.

In this paper, we show that help desk applica-
tions, generally required by most companies, can
adopt the cQA model to automatize the answering
process. In particular, we describe our QA sys-
tem developed for RGI, which is a software vendor



specialized in the insurance businesses. One im-
portant task carried out by their help desk software
regards answering customers’ questions using a
ticket system. Already answered tickets are stored
in specialized databases but manually finding and
routing them to the users is time consuming. We
show that our approach, using standard search en-
gines and advanced reranker based on machine
learning and NLP technology, can achieve answer
recall of almost 85% when considering the top
three retrieved tickets. This is particularly inter-
esting because the experimented data and models
are completely in Italian, demonstrating the matu-
rity of this technology also for this language.

2 Related Work
The first step for any system that aims at automat-
ically answering questions on cQA sites is to re-
trieve a set of questions similar to the user’s in-
put. Over time, different approaches have been
proposed. Early methods used statistical machine
translation to retrieve similar questions from large
question archivies (Zhou et al., 2011). Other ap-
proaches (Cao et al., 2009; Duan et al., 2008) use
language models with smoothing to compute se-
mantic similarity between two questions. A dif-
ferent approach that exploits syntactic information
was proposed in (Wang et al., 2009). The authors
find similar questions by computing similarity be-
tween the syntactic trees of the two questions. In
this work, we use pairs of similar questions to train
our relational model, which detects if two ques-
tions have similar semantics.

From an industrial viewpoint, NLP (and espe-
cially QA) is one of the hot topics of recent years,
although it is still mostly unexplored. Many plat-
forms are emerging in the wide area of chatbot de-
velopment, e.g., Wit.ai and Api.ai (proposed by
Facebook and Google, respectively), which en-
able intent classification and entity extraction and
Meya.ai, which can be used to develop rule-based
chatbot systems. However, most of them do not in-
tegrate QA models, with the notable exception of
Expert Systems’ Cogito Answer, recently adopted
by Ing. Direct and Responsa.

3 The RGI application scenario
The scope of the experiments for this research is
the evaluation of state-of-the-art QA models to au-
tomatize help desk (HD) processes of RGI. RGI
is an Independent Software Vendor specialized in
the Insurance Industry, counting 800 profession-

als and 12 offices spread across the EMEA region
(Italy, Ireland, France, Germany, Tunisia and Lux-
embourg). Its main product, PASS, is a modu-
lar Policy Administration System that enables the
end-to-end management of Policies, Claims and
Insurance Products configuration across all the in-
surance channels and business lines. With 103 in-
stallations for the insurance companies and other
300 for the brokers, RGI is a leader of its sector in
the European market.

The Application Scenario described in this pa-
per focuses on the HD services for PASS offered
by RGI during the roll-out phase (delivery of the
new system to the clients). The use of effective
and robust QA models is indeed considered by
RGI a crucial aspect for the improvement of the
quality of its HD process, in terms of (i) reduc-
tion of the response time, (ii) enhancement of the
coverage of the services etc., and (iii) general cus-
tomer satisfaction.

3.1 Task description

During the roll-out phase, new users from a client
company start to interact with the PASS system
and, in case of a problem, contact the HD pro-
vided by RGI. This is structured as a hierarchical
organization of operators with different skill lev-
els, which provide answers to the user requests,
e.g., HD1 involves operators of Level 1 and re-
gards basic knowledge; HD2 (Level 2) is man-
aged by functional analysts with higher domain
knowledge and so on. When a request is sent to
an HD operator, a ticket is generated and stored in
a trouble ticketing system along with all the rel-
evant information of that request: this includes a
description of the problem and the detected solu-
tion. Such ticket will be then managed, passed and
eventually scaled by all the operators involved in
the solution of the problem.

In order to search and provide the right answer
to the customer, each HD operator may use the fol-
lowing sources of information: tickets opened in
the past; Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) and
their solutions, stored in a shared repository; a fo-
rum, where HD operators share their knowledge;
user manuals of the PASS system released for the
client; and domain knowledge and expertise of
the operator itself.

The objective of this paper is studying the im-
pact of advanced QA systems for the automatiza-
tion of HD1, using FAQ and tickets data stored in



Table 1: An example of two similar tickets: the one used as query on the left and one retrieved by a search engine (only using
question words) on the right.

Questionorg Answerorg Questionrel Answerrel
Abbiamo bisogno delle
credenziali di accesso
al sistema. Grazie

Buongiorno, questo l’indirizzo
mail al quale scrivere per avere
le credenziali di accesso al sis-
tema: xxx@xxx.xx Cordiali
saluti

Buongiorno, non trovi-
amo credenziali per ac-
cesso sistema. Potete
aiutarci? Grazie

Buongiorno, questo l’indirizzo
mail al quale scrivere per avere
le credenziali di accesso al sis-
tema: xxx@xxx.xx Cordiali
saluti

the related repositories.

3.2 Data description
Data was gathered from the HD support sys-
tem, where technical issues are tracked and fixed.
Basically, we have tickets organized in Ques-
tion/Answer (Q/A) pairs, along with fields re-
lated to specific information, such as ticket ID and
the domain problem. The original data size was
around 40,000 tickets but most of them do not
provide useful information. Thus, we designed
a preprocessing phase both to clean and prepare
a valid data set: first, we detected and filtered
out spurious Question-Answer pairs, concerning
unanswered problems, using basic heuristics. Sec-
ond, we extracted a subset of general-knowledge
problems by selecting only tickets belonging to
HD1 with a resolution time less than two days. In
addition, our data was also reviewed by an expert
team to further filter out invalid tickets. As a re-
sult, the preprocessing ended with a dataset of 656
Q/A pairs spread over 10 question domains. Ex-
amples of our data are shown in Table 1.

4 Our QA System
Our system is constituted by (i) a search engine
to retrieve questions (along with their associated
tickets) similar to the new input question and (ii)
a reranker built with state-of-the-art NLP and ma-
chine learning technology.

4.1 Question and Ticket Retrieval
We used a standard keyword-based Search Engine
(SE) to retrieve a list of questions from our dataset
similar to the input one. The score produced by
SE is the standard cosine similarity between the
vectors of the new and the candidate questions. In
particular, we built our SE using Lucene TF-IDF
based indexing, available in the open-source Elas-
ticSearch platform.

In order to improve the retrieval quality, we
merged user request description (the question) and
solution fields in a single joint text to build the
ticket index. It should be noted that we only used

the question text to build the query for SE as in a
real scenario, the asked question is not associated
with any answer yet.

For each question, in the filtered data mentioned
above, we created a list of Question original -
Question related pairs, by querying each ticket
and collecting the first 10 relevant results. The
obtained clustered data set resulted in a list
〈qoriginal, qrelated〉 of 656 (tickets) x 10 (retrieved
questions). These pairs were annotated by a team
of experts with relevant vs. irrelevant labels to cre-
ate the training and test sets. For example, Table 1
shows a question pair: an original ticket with ques-
tion and answer on the left, and a similar retrieved
ticket on the right.

4.2 Reranking Pipeline

Given the initial rank provided by SE, we apply
an advanced NLP pipeline to rerank the questions
such that those having the highest probability to be
similar to the query are ranked on the top.

NLP pipeline. We used various Italian NLP pro-
cessors of TextPro (Pianta et al., 2008) and em-
bedded them in a UIMA pipeline, to analyze each
ticket question as well as the questions of the
tickets in the rank. The NLP components in-
cludes, part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named
entity recognition, constituency and dependency
parsing, etc. The result of the processing is used
to produce syntactic representations of the ticket
questions, which are then enhanced by relational
links, e.g., between matching words, between two
questions of a pair. The resulting tree pairs are
then used to train a kernel-based reranker.

Kernel-based reranker. A kernel reranker is a
function r : Q×Q → R, whereQ is a set of ques-
tions. Such function tells if questions are similar
or not and can be used to sort a set of questions
qr with respect to an original one qo. These func-
tions can be implemented in many ways, but in this
work we used (i) a kernel function applied to the
syntactic structure of the pair questions, together



Table 2: Results of the reranker obtained by combining Sim features with TKs.
5-folds cv

Model MRR MAP P@1 P@2 P@3
IR baseline 70.85± 4.54 63.18± 3.37 57.67± 6.99 71.79± 3.98 77.86± 4.69
Sim 71.56± 4.16 63.90± 2.19 58.39± 8.04 72.44± 2.45 80.77± 3.31
TK 72.45± 2.19 67.09± 2.33 58.31± 3.42 75.34± 2.32 80.71± 3.36
TK + Sim 75.07± 1.67 68.51± 1.41 61.54± 1.86 77.87± 3.27 84.57± 2.57

with (ii) some features capturing text similarity be-
tween two questions.

Feature Vector model. This feature vector
embeds a set of text similarity features that cap-
ture the relationship between two questions. More
specifically, we compute a total of 20 similarities
such as n-grams, greedy string tiling, longest com-
mon subsequences, Jaccard coefficient, word con-
tainment, cosine similarity and many others.

Tree Kernel model. This model takes in
input two tickets and measures the similarity
between their syntactic trees. In particular, we
build two macro-trees, one for each ticket in the
pair, containing the syntactic trees of sentences
in each ticket question. In addition, we link
two macro-trees by connecting the phrases of
two questions, as done in (Da San Martino et
al., 2016). Then, we applied Partial Tree Kernel
(Moschitti, 2006) and obtain the following kernel:

K(〈qo, qr〉i, 〈qo, qr〉j) = TK(t(qo, qr)
i, t(qo, qr)

j),

where qo is the original ticket question and qr are
the questions of similar tickets. In contrast, the
function t(x, y) extract the syntactic tree from the
text x, enriching it with REL tags.

5 Experiments
To evaluate our approach, we performed experi-
ments on a dataset composed of 6, 650 pairs of
ticket questions annotated with similarity judg-
ment, i.e., Relevant and Irrelevant. We selected
only questions having at least one answer in the
first 10 retrieved tickets. We performed 5-fold
cross-validation and used SVM-Light-TK1 soft-
ware to train 5 different reranking models. SVM-
Light-TK allows us to learn a reranking model that
combines both feature vectors and Tree Kernels.
The latter are especially useful because avoid the
burden of manually engineering feature for this
task. A more detailed description of the Tree Ker-
nel models and Text Similarity features employed
by the model is reported in (Da San Martino et al.,
2016). Then, we used the learned model to pre-

1http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm

dict similarities for all pairs of questions present
in each test fold.

5.1 Results

We conducted three experiments to assess the ef-
fectiveness of the different feature sets, similarity
features (Sim), TK and TK+Sim in the reranking
model. The baseline is computed by means of the
rank given by Lucene. Following previous work of
the SemEval challenge, we evaluated our ranking
with Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank (MRR) and Precision at k (P@k).

The results are reported in Tab. 2. As it can
be seen, the best results are obtained by combin-
ing Sim and TK in the reranker, which improved
the MRR and MAP of the IR baseline by 4.22
and 5.33 absolute points, respectively. In addi-
tion, P@1, @2 and @3 improved by 3.87, 6.08
and 6.71 absolute points, respectively. This shows
the effectiveness of using syntactic structures in
powerful algorithms such as TK.

We analyzed some selected errors of our sys-
tem, focusing on the cases where the search en-
gine performs better than our reranking model.
We note that for each cluster of question original-
question related pairs, when the P@1 is high, our
model does not perform better than the search
engine, or performs even worse. However, our
reranking model always tends to push relevant re-
sults on the top.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described our experience in
building a QA model for an Italian help desk in the
field of insurance policies. Our main findings are:
(i) the Italian NLP technology seems enough accu-
rate to support advanced cQA technology based on
syntactic structures; (ii) cQA model can boost the
retrieval systems targeting text in Italian; and (iii)
the achieved accuracy seems appropriate to create
business at least in the filed of help desk appli-
cations, although it should be considered that our
results refer to only questions having an answer in
our database.
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